Shelter Identification Section

* Required

Shelter Name *
________________________________

Have you already submitted your animal data? *

  o Yes
  o No

If you haven't submitted your animal data, do you need help doing so? (If you choose "Yes" or "Maybe", Keegan will reach out within 48 hours to assist you). *

  o Yes
  o No
  o Maybe
  o Not Applicable (already submitted)

Responder Name (first and last) *
_____________________________________

Responder Email *
___________________________

Responder Phone Number (xxx-xxx-xxxx format please) *
__________________________________

Continue to next section
Shelter Description Section

- Private nonprofit with government contract
- Private nonprofit
- Intake Policy
- Open Admission
- Limited Admission
- Other (please specify) ______________________

Type of Shelter Software

- Adopt-A-Friend
- Animal Shelter Net
- Animal Shelter Manager
- AnimalsFirst
- Ark Software
- AviMark
- Chameleon
- Companion Connect
- Excel / Spreadsheet
- In-house Software
- iShelters
- Multiple Options
- No individual animal records
- Paper / Handwritten
- PetPoint
- Petestablished
- Rescue Connection
- Rescue Groups
- Salesforce
- ShelterLuv
- Shelter Pro
- Shelter Buddy
- Smart Pet Health
- Sparkie
- Trackabeast
Vestafy
Visibility
Other (please specify) _________________________

Total Annual Budget for fiscal year 2021 (this should include the total agency expenses, including field and shelter services)

____________________

What months were included in your Fiscal Year (example: Oct 2020 to Sep 2021)

____________________

Full-Time Staff Equivalents (this includes volunteers/unpaid positions who workhours as if they were a full-time employee) including shelter and field services

_____________________________

Does your organization handle field service calls (Ex: animal control)?

  o  Yes
  o  No

Continue to next section
Animals Moved In and Out of the State of Florida

These final 4 questions are a SUBSET of your transfers in and transfers out groups---these are ONLY coming in to your organization through other shelters or rescues that are located outside the state of Florida or leaving your shelter to go to another shelter or rescue outside the state of Florida. These are NOT usually the same as your total transfers in and transfers out numbers (which often include in-state transfers).

How many DOGS did your organization RECEIVE (transfer in) from other organizations (shelters/rescues) OUTSIDE the state of Florida in 2021?

(We call these imports; a subset of animals transferred in that come from organizations out of Florida)

____________

How many CATS did your organization RECEIVE (transfer in) from other organizations (shelters/rescues) OUTSIDE the state of Florida in 2021?

(We call these imports; a subset of animals transferred in that come from organizations out of Florida)

____________

How many DOGS did your organization SEND (transfer out) to other organizations (shelters/rescues) outside the state of Florida in 2021?

(We call these exports; a subset of animals transferred out that go to organizations outside of Florida)

____________

How many CATS did your organization SEND (transfer out) to other organizations (shelters/rescues) outside the state of Florida in 2021?

(We call these exports; a subset of animals transferred out that go to organizations outside of Florida)

____________